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Abstract—This paper presents a person re-identification (re-
id) method based on a convolutional neural network (CNN).
There are many CNNs for the re-id problems, where few of
them considered the image properties in real-world situations
that the images could be deformed due to the perspective view
of surveillance cameras and that pedestrian detectors do not give
perfect bounding box. In this paper, we address the problem of
perspective view and incomplete bounding box by proposing a
new network architecture and metric learning method. Specifi-
cally, we compensate for the vertical and horizontal misalignment
due to the incomplete bounding boxes of the pedestrian detector,
and also horizontal squeezing that was not considered in the
existing algorithms. For this, we partition the bounding box of
pedestrian detection results into M horizontal region and N
vertical regions. Then, we apply a dynamic matching technique
in both horizontal and vertical directions to compensate for the
effects of unfit bounding boxes and squeezed appearance due to
the perspective views. The partitioning and dynamically matched
distance are also considered for the metric training of CNN. We
compare our method with state-of-the-art ones and validate the
improved performance.

Index Terms—Person Re-Identification, Feature alignment,
Hard sample mining, Triplet loss

I. INTRODUCTION

Person re-identification (re-id) is an important task for
various purposes, especially in the field of surveillance [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [1]. The role of re-id is to compare
pedestrians in multiple cameras and to determine whether they
are the same person or not. Like in many computer vision
tasks, deep-learning features [50], [46] are shown to provide
better performance for this problem than the engineered ones
[51], [34], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]. Hence, most of the
recent re-id researches also use the features extracted from
convolutional neural networks (CNN [60]). Specifically, the
deep learning-based person re-id algorithms [32], [9] extract
feature maps by forwarding images of pedestrians to a CNN,
which is usually trained by a metric learning method. Hence,
the CNN learns features that make their distance small for
similar persons, and large for dissimilar ones. In the test stage,
the CNN identifies pedestrians by calculating their feature
distances. Although most deep learning-based re-id algorithms
have the above procedure in common, the performance varies
on what information is used in training and how metric
learning is applied.

Early studies calculated the classification loss [33], [42],
[43], [46], [47], [48], [49] and deep metric loss by matching
feature maps from the entire bounding box given by pedes-

trian detectors [20], without considering the incompleteness
of bounding box detection [9], [8]. Hence, they had some
challenges such as unmatched bounding box for the target,
pose misalignments due to camera perspectives, occlusions
by other objects, etc. Therefore, many different ways [34],
[27], [35], [38], [11], [14], [59], [58], [57], [62], [63], [64],
[65], [66], [67], [68], [61], [2] to overcome these problems
have been studied, and compensating for these problems
is the mainstream of person re-id researches. For example,
AlignedReID++ [2] is one of the re-id deep networks that
apply alignment in detected bounding box images. It divides
the feature map of the last convolution layer of Resnet50 [39]
into several horizontal stripes and dynamically matched local
information to find the shortest local distance in the local
branch. As a result, it achieved better performance on several
re-id datasets than the methods using global features. But this
method focused on only vertical misalignment and overlooked
horizontal misalignment and distortion that may occur during
the pedestrian detection process.

In this paper, we propose a method that can dynamically
align not only the horizontal but also the vertical direction
of features, which was not considered in previous methods. It
may seem that this is an incremental extension compared to the
methods that considered the vertical direction distortions only,
but it needs a new branch of the network that correctly extracts
the horizontal features, and careful re-training of the CNN with
a new loss function that balances the horizontal and vertical
loss very well. In addition, we also evaluate the performance
of varying numbers of partitions in each direction. For this,
we add a new branch to the CNN of [2] as the baseline, which
extracts the features into the horizontal direction as well. Then
the branch is merged to the one that extracts features into the
vertical direction, with appropriate loss functions considering
the number of stripes in each direction. Experiments on three
widely used datasets, CUHK03 [9], Market1501 [7], and
DukeMTMCReID [8] show that our method brings some gains
over the baseline, especially for the CUHK03 that contains
more challenging images.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly review the related works. Section III introduces
the proposed network and training process in detail. The
experimental results, comparisons, and analyses are presented
in Section IV. Conclusion comes in Section V.
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Fig. 1: Examples of horizontally misaligned bounding box of pedestrian detection.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Feature alignment in Person Re-ID

The recent widely adopted CNN-based object detectors
usually give the detection result as a bounding box that fits
the object [20], [44], [45], [22], [21], [23], [24], [25], [26].
But the detectors are not perfect such that there can be a wide
area of background in the bounding box or conversely, part
of the object is out of the bounding box. We found that most
of the re-id errors are due to this kind of bounding box misfit
by observing the results on re-id datasets such as CUHK03[9]
and DukeMTMCReID[8]. Specifically, the re-id usually fails
when the bounding box of pedestrian detectors is shifted out
of the target. The re-id also fails when the view of two objects
are largely different, such that the aspect ratio of two objects
appear differently. Hence, a number of studies have been
conducted to overcome the imperfection of bounding box of
pedestrian detectors and differences of perspective views. For
example, [18], [35], [36], [37], [38] used multiple shots of
a person to enhance body part alignment. [19] made use of
the periodicity property of pedestrians and divided the walking
cycle into several segments, which are described by temporally
aligned pooling. More recently, [9], [2] divided feature maps
into horizontal local areas and corrected vertical misalignment.
They achieved competitive performances, but they overlooked
the horizontal misalignment that can occur as often as the
vertical ones (Fig. 1). To alleviate this problem, we propose
a method that divides feature maps into M horizontal and
N vertical local parts, and balances and matches them by a
dynamic matching method.

B. Triplet loss in Person Re-ID

Triplet loss was first used for person re-id in [5], [15],
[16]. This metric encourages the distances between feature
vectors of inter-class pairs to be less than those of intra-class
pairs with a specific margin. Triplet loss is also frequently
used with hard sample mining [40], [15], [41]. However, in
a system that adopts complex metric learning, it is hard to
apply the triplet loss to all instances in a batch. Therefore,
it is often recommended to apply it to only a few mined
hard positive/negative samples. By doing this, the loss can
concentrate on the key hard samples and bypass the enormous
quantity of computation. In this paper, we follow this trend

and adopt triplet loss for training the overall structures using
mined hard samples based on global distance.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we illustrate the structure of proposed
network, which is summarized as Fig. 2, and also explain the
training method.

A. The overall framework

During the training, the goal of our network is to classify
and match the pedestrians using entire features at one branch,
while correcting misalignments both horizontally and verti-
cally at the other two branches. Each image in the training
sets is resized to be the same (32M × 32N ). Feature map of
size M×N×2048 is extracted at the last convolution layer of
the backbone network. At the global branch, global average
pooling is applied to obtain global feature vector fg . Here,
the classification loss of Lcls is calculated after following the
fully connected layer and a softmax layer. At the same time,
distance of the global feature vector pairs in the batch are
calculated. Next, hard sample mining is performed based on
this global distance. At the two local branches, horizontal and
vertical max poolings are performed, which yield two local
feature vectors flh (M × 1 × 128) and flv (1 × N × 128)
following the channel reduction. After that, dynamic local
matching of this information is performed to calculate local
distances. Finally, triplet losses (Lg

tri, L
l
tri) are defined from

mined hard samples, and the total loss for training the network
is defined as

L = Lcls + Lg
tri + Ll

tri. (1)

In the following paragraphs, we explain the losses step by step.

B. Classification Loss Lcls

Person re-id is to identify K different ID labels for each
instance in a given training or gallery (test) set, in terms of
classification. Hence, we define the classification loss Lcls as
a kind of cross-entropy calculated as:

Lcls = −
B−1∑
i=0

K−1∑
k=0

p̂(i, k) log p(i, k) (2)
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Fig. 2: The overall structure of the proposed network. Resnet50 is employed as a backbone network to extract features of input
images. In the following three branches, the global branch applies global average pooling to raw features for classifying each
sample, calculating global distances, and performing hard sample mining. The other two local branches adopt horizontal and
vertical max pooling to the raw features and obtain local distances of hard samples dynamically.

p̂(i, k) =

{
0, k �= yi

1, k = yi
, p(i, k) =

exp(zk)∑K−1
l=0 exp(zl)

,

where B is the batch size, K is the number of ID labels
in a training set, yi is the ground-truth label of the sample
i, p̂(i, k) denotes one hot ground-truth label, zk is the k-th
output of 2048×K sized fully connected layer, and p(i, k) is
the final softmax output.

C. Hard Sample Mining & Global Triplet Loss Lg
tri

Next, hard sample mining is performed to obtain the triplet
loss. Before mining, we obtain B ×B global distance matrix
Dg over all pairs in a batch. The global distance Dg(i, j)
between two global feature vectors f i

g and f j
g of instances i

and j is defined as:

Dg(i, j) = ||f i
g − f j

g ||2. (3)

After that, one hard positive index pi and one hard negative
index ni are mined using this global distance from each sample
i as shown in Fig. 3, which are expressed as:

pi = argmax
j∈{j|yi=yj}

Dg(i, j), ni = argmin
j∈{j|yi �=yj}

Dg(i, j) (4)

After gaining hard sample indices for all samples in a batch,
the global triplet loss is calculated as:

Lg
tri =

1

B

B−1∑
i=0

max(Dg(i, pi)−Dg(i, ni) +m, 0) (5)

where m is the preset margin value. If the difference
between Dg(i, ni) and Dg(i, pi) is smaller than m, (5) is
activated, which is otherwise 0. This means if the gap between
hard positive and negative is less than the margin m, then
we push them away from each other to distinguish between
positive and negative cases clearly.

D. Local Triplet Loss Ll
tri

At local branches, only local distances of hard samples are
calculated to evade too much computational cost. As stated
previously, horizontal and vertical local feature vectors flh
and flv are divided into M horizontal and N vertical regions.
Before matching, the local partial distances are calculated over
all M×M pairs of horizontal parts and N×N pairs of vertical
parts in sample i and j. The local part distance between the
p-th region of i and the q-th region of j, is defined as:

di,jx (p, q) =
exp(||f i

lx(p)− f j
lx(q)||2)− 1

exp(||f i
lx(p)− f j

lx(q)||2) + 1
(6)

p, q ∈ 0, 1, . . . , T − 1, i, j ∈ 0, 1, . . . , B − 1,

x ∈ {h, v}, T ∈ {M,N}
and then these distances are allocated to all grid points one-

by-one on M ×M or N ×N size lattice Fig. 7. Again, at the
same point, Si,j

x (p, q) is calculated dynamically as Fig. 5:

Si,j
x (p, q) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

di,jx (p, q) p = 0, q = 0

Si,j
x (p− 1, q) + di,jx (p, q) p > 0, q = 0

Si,j
x (p, q − 1) + di,jx (p, q) p = 0, q > 0

min(Si,j
x (p− 1, q), Si,j

x (p, q − 1))

+di,jx (p, q) p > 0, q > 0
(7)

i, j ∈ 0, 1, . . . , B − 1, x ∈ {h, v}
and the final local distance is the last element of the above

process, denoted as :

Dlh(i, j) = Si,j
h (M−1,M−1), Dlv(i, j) = Si,j

v (N−1, N−1)
(8)
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Fig. 3: Hard Sample Mining on global distance matrix Dg . Indices of hard samples are obtained by applying (4) row-wise on
this matrix. After that, the final three triplet losses are calculated from these indices.

Finally, horizontal local triplet loss Llh
tri and vertical local

triplet loss Llh
tri are defined as:

Llh
tri =

1

B

B−1∑
i=0

max(Dlh(i, pi)−Dlh(i, ni) +m, 0) (9)

Llv
tri =

1

B

B−1∑
i=0

max(Dlv(i, pi)−Dlv(i, ni) +m, 0) (10)

which have the same formation as (5). The total local triplet
loss used for the training is the sum of (9) and (10):

Ll
tri =

1

2
(Llh

tri + λLlv
tri) (11)

where λ is the balancing parameter between two local triplet
losses.

E. Implementation Details

We implement the proposed network in the Pytorch deep
learning framework. We use Resnet50 as the backbone net-
work for feature extraction using one NVIDIA TITAN Xp
GPU with the batch size B = 32. The feature map fed to the
following three branches is extracted at the last convolution

layer of the backbone network. Since Resnet50 downsamples
input by a factor of 32, we set the size of network input to
256 × 128 for gaining the desired size of the feature map.
During training, we train network for 300 epochs, and set
margin value m = 0.3 for all 3 triplet losses (5), (9), and
(10). At the vertical branch, a total of 2N − 1 values are
summed, and 2M − 1 at the horizontal branch. Hence, when
we obtain the local triplet loss Ll

tri, if we use a direct sum of
(9) and (10), vertical alignment’s influence is far lesser than
that of horizontal counterpart. Therefore, we set λ = 2M−1

2N−1 of
(11) to balance the influences of two local branches equally.
By default, we set M = 8, N = 4, and λ = 15

7 . In sec IV,
the above settings are followed unless specified differently. In
ablation studies, we modify these default settings and measure
the effect of each hyperparameter.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets

For evaluating the performances, experiments are conducted
on three benchmark data sets, CUHK03 [9], Market1501 [7],
and DukeMTMCReID [8], which are widely used in the person
re-id field. These benchmark datasets are divided into three
subsets: train set, query set, and gallery (test) set. In the
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Fig. 4: In two local branches, M ×N × 128 size feature maps of a pair are horizontally and vertically max-pooled each. Next,
the max-pooled feature maps are separated M horizontal part and N vertical part feature vectors. Finally, distances (6) among
all M ×M pairs of horizontal part feature vectors and N ×N pairs of vertical part feature vectors of two images are allocated
on corresponding position of lattice graph one-by-one. For example, a distance value between p-th part vector of i and q-th
part vector of j is allocated at (p, q) on the grid.

Fig. 5: Dynamic process for calculating the final local distance (7). From the lattices of Fig. 4, the final local distance is
obtained by finding minimum sum recursively among all paths from left-top to right-bottom.

training process, only the train set is used, and in the test
process, only the query set and the gallery set are used, and
the performance is measured by finding and ranking the same
person in the gallery set by using the query set as a probe.
The IDs of pedestrians in the query set and gallery set are the
same, and there is no same person as the pedestrians in the
train set used for learning.

More precisely, the CUHK03 dataset consists of a train set
consisting of 767 pedestrian IDs, 7365 images, 700 pedestrian
IDs, a query set consisting of 1400 images, 700 pedestrian IDs
as a query set, and a gallery set consisting of 5332 images. The
CUHK03 dataset is generally known to have harder cases so
that the re-id algorithms usually show lower performance for
this set than others such as Market1501 and DukeMTMCReID.

The Market1501 consists of 1501 pedestrian IDs and 32217
images taken from six camera views. Among them, the train
set consists of 751 pedestrian IDs and 12936 images, the
query set consists of 750 pedestrian IDs, 3368 images, and
the gallery set consists of the same 750 pedestrian IDs and
19732 images. In this paper, we adopt a single query mode.

The DukeMTMCReID is a reconstruction of the pedestrians

detected in the eight videos for pedestrian recognition. To-
gether with Market1501 and CUHK03, the DukeMTMCReID
is the most widely used benchmark dataset in this field. The
train set consists of 702 pedestrian IDs and 16522 images. The
query set contains 702 person IDs and 2228 images that do
not exist in the train set. The test set is not included in the
query set. Similar but different 408 distractor IDs are added to
disturb the trained model, consisting of 1110 pedestrian IDs
and 17661 images.

B. Visualization

First, we tested the qualitative effectiveness of our proposed
method with that of AlignedReID++[2], which is an up-to-
date algorithm correcting vertical misalignment, by measuring
unaligned and aligned distance between 2 positive pairs (one
of the pairs is well aligned, the other is horizontally mis-
aligned) in Market1501. We calculate the unaligned distance
by matching each parts of two images one by one in order,
averaging distances of diagonal parts on the grids. On the
other hands, we calculate aligned distance by eq. 7 and
average of the number of points on the path, 2M-1 or 2N-
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Fig. 6: Visualization examples of two positive pairs in Market1501 dataset. Since our goal is smaller intra-class distance even
though one or both of positive pair is horizontally misaligned, it is desirable that aligned distance is far smaller than unaligned
distance in order to prevent false negative. As seen in the tables, the proposed method compensates the horizontal misalignment
better than AlignedReID++.

TABLE I: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on CUHK03, Market1501, and DukeMTMCReID. We set test distance as
local distance. For a fair comparison, we show the results of using only DMLI local distance on Market1501, DukeMTMCReID
in case of AlignedReID++.

Method CUHK03 Market1501 DukeMTMCReID
mAP Top-1 mAP Top-1 mAP Top-1

FPNN [9] - 19.9 - - - -
PAN [3] 34.0 36.3 63.4 82.8 51.5 71.6

SVD [13] 37.3 41.5 62.1 82.3 56.8 76.7
FMN [17] 39.2 42.6 67.1 86.0 56.9 74.5

PCE&ECN [14] 27.3 30.2 69.0 87.0 62.0 79.8
HA-CNN [4] 41.0 44.4 75.7 91.2 63.8 80.5

PIE [11] 41.2 45.9 69.3 87.3 64.1 80.8
MLFN [12] 47.8 52.8 74.3 90.0 62.8 81.0

AlignedReID++ [2] 59.7 60.9 77.4 91.1 67.7 81.0
Proposed 60.2 61.9 78.9 91.7 67.8 81.1

1. Here, we allocated L2-distances ||f i
lx(p) − f j

lx(q)||2 on
the grid points instead of (6). The final distance is average
of horizontal local distance and vertical local distance. As
seen in the Fig. 6, in AlignedReID++, unaligned distance
is larger than aligned distance. Here, we can see that the
AlignedReID++ doesn’t compensate horizontal distortion well,
considering that aligned distance is smaller than unaligned
distance. Meanwhile, our proposed method corrects it better
than AlignedReID++, evidenced by the opposite result.

C. Comparision with state-of-the-art

We compare the performance of the proposed method with
those of state-of-the-art person re-id methods that consider the
misalignment. Table I illustrates the experimental results on
CUHK03, Market1501, and DukeMTMCReID. We adopt the
mean Average Precision (mAP) and Top-1 rank score metric
to measure and compare the performances of each method.
Here, we set the test distance as dynamically matched local
distance. For a fair comparison, we decide not to use any
post-processing, such as re-ranking [6], MultiQueryFusion [7],
Label smoothing [10], etc. We compare our method with
several representative methods such as SVD [13], HA-CNN

[4], MLFN [12], and AlignedReID++ [2]. From the table, we
can see that our method achieves competitive results on these
three major benchmark datasets.

D. Ablation studies

To analyze the effect of balancing factor in (11), we set
λ = 1 (direct sum without balance) and compare it to the
original setting. As shown in Table II, scaling Llv

tri by a
factor of λ = 2M−1

2N−1 outperforms the case of setting λ = 1
by a margin of 1.5%p (Top-1)/1.5%p(mAP), 0.5%p(Top-
1)/0.6%p(mAP) on CUHK03 and Market1501 respectively.
On the other hand, the latter outperforms the former by a
margin of 0.1%p(mAP)/0.3%p(Top-1) on DukeMTMCReID,
but the margin is far lesser than CUHK03 and Market1501
cases. From this, we conclude that balancing the influences
of horizontal and vertical alignment brings better results than
simply adding two local triplet losses (9) and (10).

Next, we change the margin m to 0.6 or 1.2, and compare
them with default setting m = 0.3. On the CUHK03, setting
m = 1.2 yields slightly better result than m = 0.3, by
0.3%p in Top-1. The former outperforms the latter by a margin
of 0.5%p(mAP)/1.5%p(Top-1) on DukeMTMCReID. On the
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TABLE II: Comparison of several parameter settings. We change balancing factor λ to 1 or margin m to 0.6 or 1.2 and compare
each performance to that of the original setting.

Setting CUHK03 Market1501 DukeMTMCReID
mAP Top-1 mAP Top-1 mAP Top-1

λ = 1 58.7 60.4 78.4 91.1 67.9 81.4
m = 0.6 59.7 60.5 78.0 90.5 68.2 81.1
m = 1.2 60.2 62.2 78.2 90.5 68.3 82.6

default(m = 0.3, λ = 15
7

) 60.2 61.9 78.9 91.7 67.8 81.1

TABLE III: Comparison on various feature map sizes. Here, we do not change any part of the backbone network but input
image size. Since the input image is downsampled by a factor of 32, we set network input size 32M × 32N so that we can
obtain the desired M ×N size of the feature map. For simplicity, we only tested on M = 2N cases.

Size of feature map CUHK03 Market1501 DukeMTMCReID
mAP Top-1 mAP Top-1 mAP Top-1

M = 4, N = 2 46.8 47.1 68.5 85.2 58.3 75.0
M = 6, N = 3 56 58 75.9 89.7 65.7 79.8

default(M = 8, N = 4) 60.2 61.9 78.9 91.7 67.8 81.1
M = 10, N = 5 60.4 61.4 78.1 90.8 68.0 80.6
M = 16, N = 8 58.4 57.7 74.7 90.1 64.8 79.7

other hand, the default case outperforms the modified cases by
a margin of 0.7%p(mAP)/1.2%p(Top-1) on Market1501. The
other setting, m = 0.6 does not give better results than the
above two cases. Of course, setting m = 1.2 seems slightly
better than m = 0.3, considering the sum of the margins.
Yet, it is hard to say that the former is definitely superior to
the latter. Meanwhile, we set m = 0.3 when comparing the
method with others, for a fair comparison.

Additionally, we change the feature map size variously and
compare the performances of each case. We control the input
size to obtain the desired size of the feature map indirectly
without any change to the backbone network. Input images in
the dataset are resized to 32M × 32N before being fed to the
network so that the resized input is downsampled by a factor
of 32 to M ×N . For simplicity, we only tested on M = 2N
cases, considering the general aspect ratio of pedestrians. In
these cases, the balancing factor λ depends on the feature
map size. As shown in Table III, setting (M,N) = (8, 4)
and (M,N) = (10, 5) outperform the other cases by large
margins. Since we prefer Top-1 score and less computational
complexity to mAP, we choose M = 8 and N = 4 as a default
setting.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a person re-id method,
which works robustly against vertical and horizontal misalign-
ment of bounding boxes that contain the targeting pedestrians.
By developing a dynamic horizontal and vertical feature
matching algorithm, with appropriate loss functions for the
metric learning of local features, the proposed method is
shown to perform better than the state-of-the-art methods in
several widely used benchmarks. We expect that the proposed
method would contribute to the construction of robust person
re-id systems, in that there are many different camera views

and obstacles that distort and occlude pedestrians in practical
situations.
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